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Scand J Statist 19: 111-132, 1992 

Observation Scheme and Likelihood 

ELJA ARJAS and PENTTI HAARA 

University of Oulu 

ABSTRACT. In the statistical analysis of longitudinal data, it is useful to distinguish between 
different categories of information that data points may represent. In simple terms, some points 
may represent the actual development of interest, whereas others can be viewed to be conse- 
quences of the observation scheme or protocol followed. In addition, data may contain indirect 
information about variables which are of interest but not directly observable. The purpose of this 
paper is to provide an exact mathematical framework in which these general questions can be 
discussed, and give conditions under which the relevant information to the statistical problem, in 
the form of a likelihood expression, can be extracted from the data. The general form of the 
likelihood is given in the case where there are several individuals who, apart from the control of 
the protocol, behave independently. As an example we consider animal carcinogenicity experi- 
ments involving occult tumors and serial sacrificing. 

Key words: marked point process, filtering, event history analysis, likelihood, censoring, 
survival/sacrifice experiment 

1. Introduction 

Longitudinal data are conveniently viewed as a sample path of a marked point process (abbr. 
MPP). In principle, this interpretation offers enormous flexibility in the modeling because the 
way the marked points are chosen, in order to arrive at an realistic and scientifically well 
motivated description, depends entirely upon the investigator. There is also a well developed 
dynamical theory describing the time evolution of such processes. Only mild mathematical 
regularity properties need to be satisfied. 

This is not the entire truth, however. Observed longitudinal data may come from many 
different sources, and their roles for statistical inference may be different. In particular, while 
most marked points describe the development of actual interest, others may arise directly 
from the observation scheme, or come from some other external source. Therefore they will 
not be of direct inferential interest given the objectives of the study. Right censored survival 
times are a classical example: A model describing the censoring mechanism will typically 
have the same roles as nuisance parameters have in parametric models; they themselves are 
not of interest, but cannot be avoided in practice when a model is specified. Another example 
is provided by animal carcinogenicity experiments in which the actual variables of interest 
are the times from exposure to tumor. Often the presence of a tumor can be established only 
in an autopsy, and therefore serial sacrificing of the experimental animals may be necessary. 
Sacrificing, or more generally, periodic inspection, is an example of an observation scheme 
which generates both data of actual interest and undesirable but in practice unavoidable 
random or optional variables. 

The questions are then: Under what circumstances can the information of actual inferential 
interest be extracted from the complete data set? If this is possible, how can it be done? We 
are primarily interested in likelihood-based inference and therefore these problems concern the 
general structure of the likelihood expression arising from an MPP. These questions led to 
the formation of a general condition concerning "non-innovative marks" in Arjas & Haara 
(1984). This, to our knowledge, was the first mathematically precise way to define the concept 
of non-informative censoring. The aim of this paper is to further extend this analysis into 
general algorithmic study plans, perhaps also involving variables which are not directly 
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observable. The results will enable one to separate from the likelihood expression a factor 

arising directly from the protocol, giving to the remaining expression a mathematically simple 

form. In particular, we show that, under a natural independence condition regarding the 

natural evolution of different individuals in a follow-up, the likelihood becomes a product of 

"individual contributions". The proofs use in an essential way filtering ideas for MPP's. Our 

derivations can be viewed as an illustration of the techniques presented in section 3.2 of Arjas 

(1989) and, more generally, an Arjas, Haara & Norros (1991) (abbr. AHN). 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we introduce the marked point process 

model, distinguishing between the "full process" which describes the whole history of the 

experiment including latent events, and the observed process. In section 3 we use the filter 

formula of AHN to deduce the fundamental conditional independence properties between 
individuals. In section 4 we then show how the general likelihood expression of Jacod (1975) 
reduces to a simple product over the individuals. Finally, in section 5, a general survival/sac- 
rifice experiment is considered as an illustration. 

2. The marked point process model 

We start by describing the statistical model in terms of two marked point processes: the full 
process and the observed process. The full process describes the entire development of the 

studied individuals, including underlying events such as an unobserved defect in a monitored 

system or a tumor onset in an experimental animal, as well as events which are primarily 
related to the observation scheme, such as scheduled inspections or censorings. In order to 

make a distinction between these different types of occurrences we shall talk about state events 

and protocol events, dividing the former further into directly observable and latent events. 
The framework is similar to that of AHN and of section 3.2 in Arjas (1989). However, here 

the marks are given more structure. First, in both MPP's we distinguish between a population 
and an individual level. A population mark is of the form x = (xj)j, j, where xj is the 
"individual mark" concerning individual j. Here J:= { 1, . . ., n } is the population (or sample) 
of individuals under study. Second, individual marks in the full process and in the observed 

process are of the form xj = (xJ, xJ") and (Xj, xi') respectively. Here xj describes an event in 

the actual state evolution of individual j, xj' describes an event imposed on individual j by the 

observation scheme or protocol, and Xj describes what is observed directly about the current 

state of individual j. The mark x; may also contain information about some previous latent 

development concerningj, such as a failed component detected in a periodic inspection. Thus 

the full process includes both the actual state evolution of the studied population and the study 
protocol, the latter being copied without change from the full to the observed process. 

We distinguish between population and individual marks by using boldface letters for 

the former. This applies also to the notation for mark spaces and mark-valued random 

elements. 
For stochastic processes X:= (X,; t > 0) and Y := (Y,; t > 0), whose sample paths are 

increasing or of bounded variation on finite intervals, we often use the shorter "measure 

notation" dX, = dYt, t > 0, to mean that X and Y have the same sample paths outside a null 

set. For unexplained notation see AHN, and for unexplained terminology on the general 
theory of stochastic processes see the two volumes of Dellacherie & Meyer (1978, 1982). 

2.1. The full process 

We first define the MPP that describes the entire development of all n individuals we want 

to model. Let E' be the assortment of marks x' describing the state events a single individual 
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may experience during the follow-up. We assume that E' is finite and split it into two parts 
by writing 

E'f= Ef + E. (2.1) 

The sets Eo and El are now given the following interpretations: 

E' is the set of (latent) events in the state development that may be observed only 
afterwards, and then often only partially, in connection with some observable event 
concerning the same individual (e.g. the onset of a tumor whose presence can only be 
determined in an autopsy); 

-E' is the set of directly observable events in the state development (e.g. death from a 
disease). 

In addition we have the finite collection E" of individual marks x", called protocol marks, 
corresponding to the events that either the protocol may inflict on an individual or that are 
of secondary interest (such as censoring due to the manifestation of a competing risk). Such 
events are obviously always observable. For example, a mark indicating the right censoring 
of an individual would be an element in E". 

Typically only a subset of the individuals in J experience something at any given marked 
point. This brings up the need for some extra notation. First we complete the individual 
mark spaces by adding the empty mark "0". We indicate this by an upper bar, e.g. 
E'l= E' u {0}. We shall also use the symbol 9)n to mean the n-tuple whose every element is 0. 
More generally, we abbreviate 9nj, (0 . . . X 0 xf, 0. 0), where x' appears in the j-th 
coordinate. Finally, we denote by E":= {x|x" := (x' x .. ) E E"", x" # $n } the set of 
population level protocol marks and add the upper bar to the notation if we want the mark 
9)n to be included in the set. 

We are now ready to give the formal definition of the full process. 

Definition 2.1 
The full process is the canonical marked point process 

(T, X): =(Ti, XA)i I 

with mark space 

E = {x = (xl, . X. , x",x) |x C E'" x E,x7 2 

defined on the canonical path space of E-marked points 

Q-{ (ti, xi)i , lo1 < tl -<- t2 -<- * * * , + 00;ti < ?O =t' ti + I > ti &xi E E; ti =o) =t- Xi =A^} 

(Here A ? E is a fictitious mark.) 
The process (T, X) is thus the coordinate process of Q: Ti(w)) = ti and Xi(wo) = xi, i > 1, 

when o (ti, xi)i>1. The mark space E is finite. The auxiliary mark 0 has the obvious 
interpretation that nothing happens in that coordinate: X'. = 0 (resp. X". = 0) if j experiences 
no state (resp. protocol) event at Ti. 

An equivalent representation for the full process is given by the counting processes 

Nt(x):= I {T,_tXi-X=}, t 0, x E E. 
i)' 1 

The internal history F:= (t; t > 0) of the full process is defined by 
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We shall also need the individual state histories GI)= (JF'; t > 0), j E J, defined by the 
counting processes 

Njt(x'):= E Nt(x), (2.2) 
X: x= X' 

via 

Fjat' = U({Njs(x') I O < s A t, x' c- E'}). 

2.2. The observed process 

Let E be the countable set of possible observations that can be made about a single 
individual. A mark x cE may include a directly observable state mark x' e E'1 and/or 
contain some informtion about the latent events that the individual in question experienced 
earlier. The presence of a tumor, which could be established in an autopsy, would be in this 
latter category. We now assume the following two conditions: 

(Cl) For each observed individual mark (, x") there is in the full process a unique 
individual mark (p(x), x") that can generate (x, x"). The function p has its values in E', and 

p(0) =0. 
Condition Cl is only an expression of the idea that the marks in E' and E" are directly 

observable (and those in E' are not), and p(x) is the directly observable part in xi. Obviously 
p-'(x') = 0 for x' E E'. Which particular mark x cp '(x') is then actually observed when 
(x', x") occurs depends on the history of the individual through an indicator link function: 

(C2) For each j e J and (, x") E E x E" there exists a 0-1-valued process 

(Ijt(x, x"); t >a 0) such that 

(i) (Ijt(A, x"); t > 0) is F-predictable; 
(ii) If x'E E'l then 

A 
j(, x,") = 1, t > 0, 

k ep -I (x') 

for each (j, x"); 
(iii) Ijt(0, 0) = 1, t > 0, for each j. 

Thus Ij(x, x") = 1 if the evolution of individual j is "at risk at time t of producing 
observation x aboutj". Condition C2(iii) implies that a retrospective finding about the latent 

events of a particular individual is possible only in connection with a directly observable state 

event or a protocol event for the same individual. Now we are ready to give the construction 

of the observed process (cf. Arjas, 1989: 3.2.1.(2)): 

Definition 2.2 
The observed process is the marked point process (T, X) (=i, ( j)j l with mark space 

fE = {x = (xl, , x")n xEJEn xx E, x 2n 

derived from (T, X) via the counting processes 

t (xA) HJ Ij(u A , XJ) dNS(p(i), X"), t > 0, xE E. (2.3) 

Here we denote p(x) X= (p(j))J. 
Let 

F:=(E,t 0) 
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be the internal history of (T, X). The following summarizes the intuitive content of definition 
2.2: The transformation from (T, X) to (T, i) ignores the latent marks in E', copies the 
directly observable marks in El and E" without change, and supplements the former with 
possible retrospective findings about the latent marks. Let 

t (A x") =Z t (x), t > 0, (2.4) 

where the summation is over those x E E for which (X, x;') = (, x"). Then the counting 
processes (Njt(', x"); t ) 0), (x, x") =A 02, define the observed process about individual j. We 
let Gj:= (Ft; t > 0) be the corresponding internal history. Note that the definition in (2.3) is 
coordinate-wise: the observed process about j is completely determined by the development 
in the full process which concerns individual j. 

2.3. The probability model 

We shall define our probability model in terms of the compensators of the counting process 
N(x), x E E. This involves two main ingredients. One is that for each individual j E J there 
are intensity processes aj (x'), x' E E', which form a simple non-parametric model of the 
"natural development" of individual j. As a collective, these intensities define an absolutely 
continuous probability model for a reference experiment where the individuals behave 
independently of each other and where there are no protocol events (such as censoring or 
sacrifices, cf. Arjas & Haara (1984)). The latent events are allowed to influence the 
subsequent development of individual j, however. 

The second ingredient of the probability model are the processes B(x), x E E, that model 
the observation scheme. They are allowed to depend on the entire past observed history, and 
the individuals need not be treated independently in the scheme. For example, the protocol 
could require type II censorship, or it could state that every time there is a directly 
observable failure in the studied population the remaining individuals are checked for the 
presence of some latent feature. Furthermore, the corresponding probability distributions 
may have a discrete component. This leads us to the following structure. 

The model assumptions 

Let the probability P on the measurable space (Q, J;) be such that the (IP, F)-compensator 
of each counting process (Nt (x); t > 0), with x E E, is of the form 

dAt(x):= H aj,(xj) dBt(x). (2.5) 

More specifically, we assume that cX- EA,(x) < oo for all t > 0, and that the following 
conditions are satisfied. 

(A) For each x' E E' the process aj(x') is Fj-adapted, has sample paths that are non-neg- 
ative-valued, uniformly bounded on finite intervals, and left-continuous with right-hand 
limits. In addition we assume 

ajt(0) = 1, t >0. (2.6) 

(B) For each x E E the process B(x) is F-predictable and has sample paths which start 
from zero, are non-negative non-decreasing and bounded on finite intervals, and do not have 
a singular continuous part. We denote by b(x) the intensity process of the absolutely 
continuous part of B(x). The process b(x) is assumed to be I-predictable and bounded on 
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finite intervals. We further assume 

(i) if x; : 0 for some j, then the jump part of B(x) vanishes; 

(ii) if xj = 0 for more than one j, then B(x) vanishes; 
(iii) for any (i,j) e J2 such that x' E' and xJ #0, the process B(x) vanishes; 

(iv) for each x' E E' the process bj(x') is 0-1-valued and Pj-predictable, where 

6j, (x') := Ib,(x) 

and the summation is over those x E E for which x) = x'. We complete all a-algebras on Q 

with the 3Fj-null sets. 

Remarks. 1. Once the processes aj (x'), (j, x') E J x E', and B(x), x E E, are specified, they 

determine uniquely a probability PF on (Q, f) in such a way that (2.5) with A and B holds. 

This probability is such that the set of the exploding sample paths is a null set. 

2. Conditions B(i) and B(ii) imply that the individual state events describing the natural 

development have absolutely continuous risks and they cannot occur simultaneously (with 

positive probability). This, together with the requirement that each aj(x') is Fj -adapted, 

constitutes the fundamental independence assumption leading to the product distribution 
form in theorem 3.1. 

3. Condition B(iii) excludes the possibility that protocol events could occur simultaneously 

with a latent state event. 
4. Of course, protocol events can be attached to directly observable state events. By 

condition B(iv), formula (2.5) corresponds to 4.3.(3) in Arjas (1989) when x is such that 

x4 # 0 for some k. In the terminology of Arjas (1989) we can then view x4 as a pre-mark, 

whereas b,(x) is the conditional probability of obtaining the protocol events (xj')j)j given 

that x4 is realized for individual k. 
5. We have Qj,(x') = 0 whenever the observed pre-t history implies that individual j cannot 

experience x' at t. In other words, the set R,(x') = { e J I Qj,(x') = I} can be interpreted as 
the observed risk set for state event x'. This interpretation is valid also for the latent events 

x'c EF'. (Just consider individuals which are known to have died.) On the other hand, the 

appearance of a latent event, say z' at time s, in the state history of j can have the effect that 

the F-risk of j experiencing x' at t > s becomes zero, i.e. aj,(x') = 0. However, j may stay in 

Rt (x') (and the observation based risk for j experiencing x' positive) until the occurrence of 

z' is observed. 
6. The cartesian product mark space E is overly large in the sense that it includes many 

mark combinations whose appearance is restricted by the above model assumptions to a null 

subset of the path space (see e.g. remark 2 above). However, it fits well to the product 

structure of the independent "natural development processes" of the individuals. It also 

allows for the possible generalization where there may be ties between individual state events 

but where a product form is assumed about the corresponding compensator increments, thus 

retaining the independence between the individual state histories. 

3. The conditional distributions of the individual state histories given the observed history 

In order to define the conditional distributions of the histories we introduce some additional 

concepts and notation. The mark space E defines the set H of history sets H, which are finite 

subsets of R+ x E such that (t, x1) E H and (t, X2) E H imply x1 = x2 (cf. Norros, 1986). We 

equip H with a topology which makes it a Polish space, and with the corresponding Borel 

sets Xf (cf. AHN). Outside the lP-null set of exploding sample paths the H-valued pre-t 
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histories of (T, X) correspond to the history process (Ht; t > 0), defined by 

H, (w) {= (Ti (w)), Xi (w))) I Ti (w)) < t }, (3. 1 a) 

and its left continuous version (Ht-; t > 0), defined by 

Ht _(co)) = I(Ti (c)), Xi (o)) I Ti (0)) < t}I (3.1lb) 

For each F-predictable process Z we can use the representation 

Zt(ow):=Z(t;Ht_(wo)), t> O, wcEQ, (3.2) 

where on the right-hand side Z appears as a jointly measurable function of (t, H) (cf. AHN: 
2.3). We continue to use the same symbol for a process and a corresponding function of 
(t, H), but the position of the time-parameter indicates which one of these two is meant. 

The concepts and relationships above are valid for any MPP with a countable mark space. 
In the sequel we need the analogous concepts for mark space E', which we accordingly 
indicate by adding a prime (') to the upper right corner of the corresponding symbols. More 
precisely, for each j E J we need the individual state history process (Hjt; t >a 0) defined in a 
similar manner as in (3.1) by the E'-marked point process corresponding to the counting 
processes (2.2). Note that the a-fields Et, Et, Fjt' and Fj't are generated by the random 
elements Ht, Ht,, Hjt and H),_, respectively. 

For given j E J and H E H- we define 

h)(H) :={(t, xj) (t, x) e H, x) = 0}. 

Then as a direct consequence of the definitions we get 

Lemma 3.1 
For each j e J, the mapping h' from (H, X) to(H', *') is measurable and for each t > 0 it 
satisfies the relationships Hjt = h)(Ht), and Hjt) = hj(Ht-). 

Thus h) is a projection mapping that extracts from the full history the state history of 
individual j. 

We now state the main result of this section. 

Theorem 3.1 
Suppose that (2.5), (A), (B), (Cl) and (C2) hold. Then for each t > 0: 

(i) The individual state histories Hjt), i E J, are conditionally independent given the 
observed history E~t-; and 

(ii) For each j e J the state history Hjt- of individual j and the observed history 4t- are 
conditionally independent given the observed history jjt- of individual]. 

According to theorem 3.1, in estimating the underlying history from the observations it 
suffices to consider each individual separately. This makes the necessary computations much 
simpler. 

The proof of theorem 3.1 is based on the fitering theory for derived MPP's of AHN and 
is split into four lemmas. As an intermediate step we consider the MPP (T, Y) (T, Y1) 
with mark space 

.y1,yn )|y Ex E') x E", y#A92 } 

defined by the counting processes 

dNt(y):=Ilt(y, y"1) dNt(p(y ), y...y',y"), t >O, ye E. (3.3) 
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In the sequel we also abbreviate y =(jl,z) with z:= (y, y. , y"). Let G:= (S,; 
t > O) be 

the internal history of (T, Y). The history G reveals all events in the full process except for 
the latent events concerning individual 1. Individual 1 is chosen here for the sake of 
notational convenience only. 

Consider the conditional probabilities (irt; t > 0) on (H, X) and (7t; t > 0) on (IH', ') 

defined by 

fit(B):= P(Ht c B |St), B eX, 

it (A):= (H't E A ISt), A E '. 

It is a straightforward consequence of our model assumptions and (3.3) that the system of 
the two MPP's (T, X) and (T, Y) satisfies the conditions (i) -(iii) of AHN. Therefore there 
exists a regular version of (ii,; t r 0) for which lernma 1 of AHN holds. This and the 
relationship 

Ut (A) = ft(h`-(A)), A E ' t > O, (3.4) 

imply that we can choose a regular version of (it,; t > 0) satisfying: 

(a) 7it is a regular conditional distribution (r.c.d.) of H'1t given C,; 

(b) it, t > 0, is a cadlag process on the space 4(.#') of probability measures on IHO' in the 
sense that, outside a common null set, ir, (A), t s 0, has cadlag sample paths for each 
A e .'; 

(c) for each t > 0, the left-hand limit it, is a r.c.d. of H't> given C, 

The application of lemma 3.1 to the representation (3.2) for a bounded or non-negative 
F' -predictable process Z gives Z,(o) = Z,(t, h' (H,t (o))), which implies by (3.4) and (c) 
above that 

i ,_(dH)Z(t; h' (H)) = 7t,_(dH')Z(t; H') = [E(Z, S,). (3.5) 
,~~~~~~~~~H 

By conditions A and C2(i) the processes al (x'), x' E E', and I, (x, x"), (x, x") E E x E", are 
F' -predictable. Therefore there exist M,+ x *'-measurable mappings (t, H') -+a, (t, x'; H') 

and (t, H') -+I (t, x, x"; H') such that aIt(x') = aI (1, x'; H> ) and I,t x") = 1 (t, x, x"; 

Hat). Following AHN we shall use the notation u[ff] for the integrals ffdli when the 
integration is over H or W0'. 

Lemma 3.2 
The (Pi, G)-compensator A(y) of the counting process N(y) is given by 

Ct 

At()=0 rs [al(s Yl ")] f ajs(Y')}dBs(P( 'I),z), t O, (3.6) 
0 + 

where da (t, x, x"; H') =1, (t, x, x"; H')a1 (t, p(x); H') for (x, x") E E x E". 

Proof. From (3.3) and (2.5) we get for the (P, F)-compensator A(y) of N(y) the represen- 
tation 

dA,(y) = I,(9', y'f) dA,(p(y1), z) = dl,(9', y') <L 
ajt(y))} 

dB,(p(y), z). 

Using 3.2.2.(4) of Arjas (1989) and the G-predictability of the processes aQ(x'), x'e EF', j 7& 1, 
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and B(x), x E E, we get from above 

dAt(y) = E(d(,t(y ) | t-) {H ajt(y) }dBt (p( )z). 

Now (3.5) implies (3.6). C: 

Remark. Our method of proof is rather informal. See the remark following the proof of 
proposition 4.1. 

Next we give a filter formula which is a straightforward application of the more general 
formula in theorem 1 of AHN to our model. However, the derivation requires a tedious 
calculation. Therefore the proofs of the next three lemmas are in the appendix. 

Following AHN we abbreviate g(t, x', A; H') =A (H' u {(t, x') }) (:= 1A(H') if x' = 0) and 
d(t, x', A; H'):=g(t, x', A; H')- lA(H'). Thus d(t, x', A; H') = 1, -1 or 0 according to 
whether the (individual state) history H' moves into, out of, or stays inside/outside the set 
A E u", respectively, when a new event x' E E' is included in it at time t. Recall from (2.4) 
the definition of the counting process Nl (x, x"). We also adopt the convention 0:=0. 

Lemma 3.3 
Outside a Pt-null set, common to all A E 4', one has 

t 

7;t(A) = 1A(O)+ f7r -s [aI(s x') d(s, x', A)]6 b1(x') ds 

t + Z J {-r5[aI(s, x')]^r,-(A) - 7r,[a,(s, X')1A]} 315(X') ds 
x' E El O 

Ist 

+ E 0 Cls( Q, x") dg,,(x', x"), t 0, (3.7a) 
(X") , 02 ? 

where the innovation gain is given by 

C(^ x") [d1 (t, A, x")g(t, p(x), A)] 

pl X1(t, A, x")] - ir (A). (3.7b) 

Note that (3.7) depends on the protocol processes B(x), x E E, only through the risk 
indicator processes 5 I(x'), x' E E', of individual 1. This is essentially a consequence of the 
P-predictability of the processes B(x), x E E, and the assumption B(iv). It explains why the 
assumed independence between individual state histories is retained after conditioning on the 
observed history. 

In lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 below we show that (7rt; t > 0) depends on co only through what is 
observed about individual 1. Recall that At is the a-field generated by the pre-t observed 
history of individual 1, i.e. t = rl(Ht) where 

JIt(co) := {(s, x, x"') | A&s(wo, x, x") = 1, s < t, (x, x") # 02}. 

The proofs of these lemmas are based on (3.7) and the equivalence class characterization of 
measurability (cf. Jacobsen, 1982, p. 7). 

Lemma 3.4 
Let t E [0, oo), and let 1O, :$ w02 be such that: 

(i) Rls(('1 ) = iJs(aO2) for s < t; 
(ii) the conditional distributions 7rr(co; *) and 7. (w2; *) agree on (n', '). 
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Then the conditional distributions 7ru(wo1) and u(wo2; ) agree on (H', -') for all 
u E [t, V(0)1) A V(w2)), where 

V(o)) =inf {T(co) | (a) > t}, c E Q. 

Lemma 3.5 
For each A E X" the process (7t,(A); t > 0) is P,-adapted. 

The proof theorem 3.1. Let t E (0, cx) and let gj: H' -- 1R, j E J, be bounded *'-measurable 
functions. Denote by Wit- the a-field which is generated by the pre-t-evolution of the full 
process except for possible latent events concerning individual j. (Thus WI,_ = W,- in lemmas 
3.2-3.5, and the other Wj,-'s are defined analogously.) By the regularity properties (a)-(c) 
of (ms; s > 0) and lemma 3.5, we see that (7-(A); s > 0) is P1-predictable for each A E *'. 

This means that the state history H', of individual 1 and the history WIt- are conditionally 
independent given the observed history Fijt- of individlual 1. By symmetry between individu- 
als the analogous result holds also for j =# 1. Therefore 

E(gj(Hjt- ) I %jt- ) = E(gj(Hjt> ) I jt-), j e J. (3.8) 

Note that since At- c - j E J, we have in fact already proven part (ii) of theorem 3.1. 
For each k E J we have 

EtrIgy(Ht )| Zt )= E(j, r gJ (H>t_)E|(gk(H - L}kEt-) 

n ~~~~~~~n\ 

= E f( gj (Hjt-) E( Jg(ktH- | I) ( 3.9 
kj=k+ 1 n 

= Igj (Hjt - )E(gk (I;k't -)kt -) |t - 
j=k+i1 

n~~~~~~ 

H E(g1(H-) H g ?Ht - ) E9 rIk -j ( -|t -( 

j = kI 

n~ ~ ~~~~ 

4. Lkeliood f te obervaion(T, Xt)I k-E(39 

j=k+l1 

By a simple interation of (3.9) we get the eressiod conditional independence property: 

n n 

E rI gj (Hy_)|jZt- t_ HlE(gj (Hjt_ I | jt- 
j=l j=l 

4. Likelihood of the observation (T,X 

In this section we derive the likelihood expression corresponding to the observed process 
(T, X). We consider the intensity processes aj(x'), j E J, x' eE', to involve an unknown 
quantity 0 of interest which we want to estimate. On the other hand each process B(x), x E E, 
is considered as a known function determined progressively by the previous observations. It 
turns out that under the assumptions of theorem 1 the likelihood expression arising from the 
observed process factors into the product of two terms: One factor is the product over 
individuals j E J of terms such that the j-th term is determined solely by the observations 
about individual j. The other factor does not involve the intensity processes aj (x') at all and 

appears therefore in likelihood-based inference only as a constant proportionality factor. 
Thus a familiar product-form likelihood is attainable under quite complicated observation 
schemes. 
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We start from the general likelihood expression of Jacod (1975): 

Lt = Hl dAt,(j) Hl (1-A A) exp {- Ac }, O < t < oo, (4.1) 
ti <t s t 

s 0 (Tk) 

where (A^(XZ); t > 0) is the (P, t)-compensator of the counting process (Rt(x); t > 0) (see e.g. 
Arjas, 1989, section 4.2.). 

Remark. In order to define (4.1) more formally, we should assume that the probability PR 
belongs to a family 9:= {PO I 0 E O} of probability measures that are mutually equivalent on 

(Q,Ft). Each Po is assumed to satisfy our model assumptions, with the process a1(x') 
depending but the processes B(x) not depending on 0. Here the set 0 may be a subset of 
either a finite dimensional Euclidean space (parametric model) or a more general function 
space (non-parametric model). Theorem 5.1 of Jacod (1975) gives an expression for the 
Radon-Nikodym derivatives (dlo /dldo) on (Q, Et) We recover (4.1) as the numerator of 
this expression when we consider 0 varying and 0' fixed (see e.g. Andersen et al., 1988, ch. 
2, for more details). However, we continue to dispense with "0" in the notation and use (4.1) 
without any further reference to the family Y4. 

Clearly (4.1) is determined by the observations {(TP, Xi) I ti t} and the (P, IF)-compensa- 
tors of the counting processes N(x), x E E. To develop (4.1) further we need an expression 
for these compensators which is analogous to (3.6). 

From our model assumptions and (2.3) it follows that the system of the two MPP's (T, X) 
and (T, X) satisfies the conditions (i) -(iii) of AHN. As in (3.4) we can choose for each j E J 
a regular version (ir ,; t > 0) of the conditional distributions 

7 j t (A P i(Hjt E- A I 3 j t ), A E- _', t >, 0, 

such that (a) -(c) of p. 118 are satisfied with rt, H't, 't replaced by t, Hjt, Ajt, respectively. 
In particular, recalling (3.2) and (3.5), one has for any lj-predictable non-negative or 
bounded process Z 

'Tit- [Z(t)] = E(Zt | jt (4.2) 

Proposition 4.1 
The (PD, 1)-compensator A(x) of the counting process N(x) is given by 

t 
X= H is [jd(s, x xi!)] dBs(p(*) x") (4.3a) 

jEJ 

where 

a(t, x, x"; H') :=h(t, x, x"; H')aj(t, p(); H'). (4.3b) 

Proof. From (2.3) and (2.5) we get for the (IP, F)-compensator A(x) of N(x) the 
representation 

dAt(A) = H f)5,, xjt ) dAA(p(A), x") = H jjt(x, Xj) dBt(p(A), x"). 
je J je J 

Using 3.2.2.(4) of Arjas (1989) and the t-predictability of the process B(p(x), x") we get from 
this 

dAt(*) = ( jt(CH 
A 

X) t dB,(p(A), X"). 

Now theorem 3.1 and (4.2) imply (4.3). D 
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Remark. The formal proof of proposition 4.1 is a standard check of the definition of the 
compensator, using the fact that 0 17I li. !_[Q(s, Xi, Xj')] dB,(p(A), X") is the dual (IP, F)- 
predictable projection of the increasing process J0 17j1 , df(xA, Xj') dBS(p((), x") by our 
assumptions and lemma 2 of AHN (see also Bremaud & Jacod, 1977, ex. 4, p. 372). 

Theorem 4.1 
Under the assumptions of theorem 3.1 and when the processes B(x), x e E, are considered as 
known functions of the data, the likelihood (4.1) is proportional (in 0) to the product 

L,= H1 Lit (4.4a) 
jE J 

where 

Lit 7(tj, XJ [ajx(s x] bjH') ds. (4.4b) 

k ep - 1(0) ~ ~ ii - 

fi < t X a F) Eil fO 

So= IAL (OC 

Proof. Let Vi =} x e tE spo o puj i be the set of thae observed marks that do not include 
any directly observable state events. On the otherhand, from (4.3b), (2.6), C2(ii) and C2(iii) 
it follows that 

Z dA5(i X "; H') = 1 (4.5) 
XCP-IE E p-(0) 

for all j t, x"a and (4. agai as in( (4.5) it folloses that 

Y dAt X)= E .. dAt x) 
X E SO X E E" x E px-I(0) L E Ip (0) 

A Zj f~1a(,'b1(xdt,, (4.7 

=E Hni j-0 x ajt Xj)dBt (On, Xt/) 
X E E j E J x P p-I(0) 

E dBt (onl x t). (4.6) 
XI E- El, 

Next we consider the corresponding sum over x lieiho Let Sexrs ) sion ( Further,(4.6) and 
(X4) i mVi y t be the set of observed population malks that include the directly observable 
state mark x' c E' for individual j and no directly observable state marks for the other 
individuals. By condition B(ii) we have 

( A() = y 
y ( 

dA(). 
eX e SO j E e J x' e El xe S[ Sj(x') 

Usince ma db(4.),again as in (4.6), the iterated sum above reduces to 

At d,x) 71j_aatx' IyXx"/) dBt(o,,jx,,x") 
x ?So j c J x'c E E x" c- E" x E p -(x') 

= 7E jt -[aj (t, x')] bjt (x')dt, (4.7) 
j - J x' c- E'I 

where also conditions B(i) and B(iv) have been used. 
From (4.3a) and B(i) it follows that AAt x) > 0 only ifx c So. By (4.6) we can thus drop 

the product of the terms 1- AAS from the likelihoodl expression (4. 1). Further, (4.6) and 

(4.7) imply that the factor exp I{-Atc is proportional to 

eP 
A 

t (i) ex 
71j P{ i- [aj (s x )] bjs (x) ds 

x? 0SO jeC J x' -E'i O 
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rI tj JC [Qj (ti, ij, X")] by (4.3a). The claim (4.4) follows then by regrouping the 
terms. DU 

5. An example: a model for occult tumors 

As an application of our framework we consider the well-known problem concerning occult 
tumors in animal carcinogenicity experiments. Some animals are exposed to a carcinogenic 
agent, and they may or may not develop a tumor during the follow-up. The variables of 
primary interest in the experiment are the times to tumor onset and these are not directly 
observable. If an animal dies during the follow-up it is usually assumed possible to determine 
whether it had a tumor, and if it had, whether death followed from the tumor or from some 
other cause. Since it is only possible to determine the presence of an occult tumor in an 
autopsy, the experiment protocol typically involves serial sacrificing: Animals are killed, 
according to some scheme, in order to perform an autopsy. The lifetimes can also be 
censored from the right. Another example, concerning periodic inspections, is given in a 
companion paper Arjas & Haara (1992). 

The full process (T, X) and the triple (Q, F, .;) are defined by the choice E' := {T}, 
El:= {DT, DO} and E" {S, C}, where the individual events have the following interpreta- 
tions (cf. McKnight & Crowley, 1984): 

T-onset of tumor; 
DT-death from tumor; 
DO -death from some other cause than tumor; 

S-sacrificing; 
C-censoring. 

For the observed process we choose the set of individual marks to be E= 
{DONF, DOTF, DTTF, NF, TF} giving them the following interpretations: 

DONF-death from some other cause than tumor, no tumor found; 
DOTF-death from some other cause than tumor, tumor found; 
DTTF-death from tumor, tumor found (of course); 

NF-no tumor found; 
TF-tumor found 

Here DO and DT are the directly observable state marks, and TF and NF are the possible 
retrospective_ findings about the latent event "tumor onset". Accordingly, we define the 
function p: E -E' by 

(DT if x = DTTF, 
p(x) =lDO if - ec{DOTF, DONF}, (5.1) 

o0 if x- E {TF, NF, 01. 

The definition of the observed process (T, X) is completed by specifying the indicator 
processes Ij (x, x"). For each jE J let 

U1:=inf {t > OINjt(T) = 1I 

be the tumor onset time for individual j. Define for each j E J and t > 0: 

{ 1 uj <t if x=DOTForQ(x,x") =(TF,S), 

I (x x-_| 1u>at}if x=ON o(xA,x") = (NF, S),(52 
0 if x E {TF, NF} and x" E {0, C}, or (x, x") = (0, S), 
I 
1 otherwise. 
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It is easy to check that conditions C2 are then satisfied. Note in particular that in order to 
satisfy C2(ii) we define Ijf(w, DTTF, x") = 1 for all w e- Q and x" E E", and let the probabil- 
ity model below assign zero-probability to the set of those sample paths a) where DT appears 
before T for the same individual. 

In order to define the probability model for the tumor experiment we need to specify, up 
to an unknown parameter 0, for each individual j E J the following non-negative functions of 
time t: 

hj4 T(t) the hazard rate of tumor onset; 
h'j D(t)-the hazard rate of death when no tumor is present; 

hj, DO(t u) the hazard rate of death from some other cause than tumor when tumor is 
present and tumor onset was at time u; 

h2 DT(tu) -the hazard rate of death from tumor when tumor is present and tumor 
onset was at time u. 

The last two functions need to be specified only for t > u, u ) 0. These four risk functions are 
sufficient to define a probability model for an expe-riment where the individuals behave 
independently of each other, where death (DO or DT) removes an individual from the study, 
and where there is no censoring or sacrificing. 

Next we define the corresponding intensity processes. Let 

Vy:= inf {t > O!Njt(DO) + Njt(DT) > 0} 

be the time of "natural" death of individual j. For each j E J we define the processes aj (x'), 
x' e E', by 

Ijh T(t) 1{t <min(Uj, vj)} if X' = T, 

a1(x') _hi, DO(t){Ivmn(j v h)}+h2DO(t|L{)l{u <t,EJj} if xI= DO, 
hi jl ~~~~~~ifXI= DT, 

1 if x'=0. 

Obviously these processes satisfy condition A. 
As usual, we want that also C and S remove the individual from the study. Therefore we 

define 

z:=inf {t > 01x I E: Nt(x) = 1, Xe E {DO, DT} or XE {S, C}}, 

Rt:= {j E JITj t}. 

We call the set Rt risk set at time t. Define, for any x E E, the set J(x) and the F-stopping 
time TX by 

J(x):= {j E JI(xj, xj') # 02} 

TX:=min { Tj V j J(x)}. 

Our model for the tumor experiment is the probability PF on (Q, Yx) defined by the 
compensators A(x), x E E, of the form (2.5) such that: 

-the processes aj(x'), j E J, x' E E', are as in (5.3); 
-the processes B(x), x E E, satisfy conditions B and the conditions 

Bt(x)= Bt,x(x), t > 0, x E E; (5.4a) 

sjt (x ) I f{j _>tl, t >, 0, x' E- E', j E- J. (5.4b) 

Here the processes B(x), x E E, describe the censoring and sacrificing mechanisms, and aj (x'), 
x' E E', are the (ER, G)-intensities for] to experience tumor onset or natural death. 
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Example. Consider the serial sacrifice scheme of McKnight & Crowley (1984). They have 
fixed sacrificing times 0 < tl < t2 < . . ., and at times ti each individual j E Rti at risk is 
sacrificed with probability 7ri independently of the others. No censoring is assumed. Then the 
protocol is specified by the intensity processes 

bt(x) . JI c- Rt} if x = 02nJx, x' X 
E',j E J, 

o |0 for the other x E E, 

for t > 0 and by the jumps 

I = JJ(x (x) R,} IH ,j H (I -x7) if xj = 0 and x] e {S, 0}V j E J, 

o0 
x, = s xi, = 0 for the other x e E, 

for t E {tI, t2, . . ., }, the jumps being identically zero for the other t. 
The condition (5.4a) restricts the whole mass of IP to that part of the sample space Q where 

each individual experiences at most one of the events DO, DT, S, or C. DO, C and S are 
possibly, and DT always preceded by T. Then with probability one (T, X) has at most 2n 
points inside R + x E. This implies that with probability one each individual j experiences at 
most one event in the observed process, which for j happens at the time Tj. Comparing 
this with remark 5 in section 2.3 note that under (5.4a) we have R,(x') c R, for 
x' E {T, DO, DT}, and (5.4b) strengthens the inclusion into equality. Therefore the intensity 
for individual j to experience x' E E' is aj (x') until Tj, and zero thereafter. Obviously it is not 
a restriction in the present application to assume that rj is observed for each j E J. We can 
therefore consider t= oo in (4.4). We then have in (4.4b): 

H nj, ti _[Pj(Ti, Xij, AiJ)] [d ZT-a(jS, Xn;j, Xj 9 A (5.5a) 

where qj := i if fi =Tj, and in the exponential part 

nt nIsj 

E f i?1_[aj(s, x')] bj,(x') ds = -( is[aj(s, DO)] + ij1_ia1(s, DT)]) ds. (5.5b) 
x' E- E'l JO JO 

in the exponential part of (4.4b). 
In order to get an explicit form for the likelihood, expressed in terms of the hazard 

functions for tumor onset and natural death, we reason as follows. By (5.2) and (5.3) one 
only needs to consider the conditional distribution of Ujl {Uj <t}, given 4j,-, where the 
latter is restricted to the set {j e Rt }. For this it suffices to consider the conditional 
distribution of the tumor onset time Uj, given that j has not died and has not been sacrificed 
or censored before t. From our model assumptions and (5.3) it follows that the hazards for 
tumor onset and natural death of j are not affected by the knowledge that j has not yet been 
sacrified or censored (cf. Arjas & Haara 1984, sect. 5). Therefore the required conditional 
distribution for Uj corresponds to conditioning on the event "j has not experienced a natural 
death before t", and is thus the same as in the experiment without censoring and sacrifices. 
Denote for 0 <u S t < oc: 

u 
FIJ (u) (hi, T(v) + hJ4 DO(v)) dv, 

rt~~~~~~~~~ H12(tku) =J' (hj2 DO(v lu) ? hj2 DT(vlu)) dv, 

m'(u, t) :=exp {-H2(t |u) }h'j T(u) exp {-H>l (u) }, 
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S'(t):= exp {- Hi (t) } + m'(v, t) dv, 

PO(, t): = si(t) -Imj(U, t), 

lot 
P'(t) = p(u, t) du. 

The differential fI(u, t) du can be interpreted as the conditional probability of the event "j had 
tumor onset at du" given that "j is alive at t", and Pj(t) is the corresponding prevalence at 
time t. Thus on the set {wjj E R(wc)} we have 

u 

P(Uj ?ut-)= fU(v t) dv, u ? t, i 

P ( uj > t JAjt_ I - Pi(t). (5.6) 

By (4.2) and (4.3b) we have 

t_ [ia(t,, x")] = E(Ijt(x, x")a1j(p(t))|.Y? ). 

By substituting the definitions (5.1) -(5.3) and the results (5.6) into this we get 

t 
hj DT(t2u)fi(u, t) du ifx = DTTF, 

rt 

F h2j DO(t|u)fi(u, t) du if x = DOTF, 
A 

jiia (t, A, x")] = (5.7) 
hj DO(t) ( -Pj(t)) if A 

= DONE, 

PM(t) if (;?, x") = (TF, S), 
1 - P'(t) if (,c, x") = (NF, S), 
1 if X")=(C,0). 

From (5.7) the likelihood factors (5.5a) correspondingr to the marked points %, Xqj , Xj ), 
j e J, can be written down. Note that in (5.7) we have ignored the pairs (x x") E 

{TF, NF} x {0, C} u {(0, S), (0, 0)}, since, by (5.2) and the definition of Tj, with probability 
one these marks cannot appear as values of (Xj j, j). In addition, according to (4.4b), 
(5.5b), (5.3) and (5.6) each individiual j E J contributes to the likelihood the factor 
exp {-Aj 1}, where 

Aj:= (h j DO(SlU) + h j DT(SlU))fj(U, s) du + hj DO (s) (1 - Pj(s))] ds. (5.8) 

Summarizing the results, we get the following proposition. 

Proposition 5.1 
In the considered survival/sacrifice experiment, each individual j contributes to the likelihood 

expression the factor exp { -Aj } arising from the survival up to Tj, with Aj given in (5.8), and 
a factor arising as the contribution of thefinding (Ij,j, X1j,j) at the removal time Tj. The latter 
is obtained from (5.7) by the substitution (t, x, x") = (qc, X, j, X,j ). 

As stated before, this expression is essentially identlical to the likelihood derived by other 
authors under much more restrictive assumptions. 
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6. Discussion 

Finally we consider briefly the implications which the above, admittedly rather tedious, 
analysis has to statistical inference. Theorem 4.1 shows that for very general study designs, 
under the stated regularity conditions, the likelihood expression has the "usual" product 
form over the set of individuals as long as the protocol events, such as censorings or 
interventions made by the investigator, do not depend on the model parameters of interest 
or on events in the future. The latter requirement seems to be satisfied completely generally 
in practice, but the former, corresponding to the notion of non-informative censoring, may 
be a real concern in data analysis. 

As a consequence, under these conditions all inferential methods satisfying the likelihood 
principle can be used "as if the data had come from independent observations". In 
particular, this concerns Bayesian inference, ML-estimation, likelihood ratio rates, and score 
tests. In asymptotic theory, however, some concern should be shown to the interpretation, in 
terms of the considered study protocol, of the limits where the sample size and/or the 
observation time tend to infinity. It should also be emphasized that the above conclusion 
does not generalize from likelihood-based inference to other forms of statistical inference. 
Thus, for example, in the case of simple renewal process observations, right censoring of the 
last observation at a fixed time corresponding to a fixed interval of observation can destroy 
the logic leading to well-known martingale estimators (Gill, 1980; Arjas, 1985). 

Finally we should mention the recent related paper by Gill (1992), in which is shown that 
a marginal partial likelihood, obtained by integrating out some component of a data vector, 
still possesses some of the most important properties of partial likelihoods, providing that the 
"missing term", left out by the original partial likelihood, does not depend on the integration 
variable. The model and methods used by Gill are rather different from ours, and it is 
possible that they could be used as an alternative route to the results presented here. 
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Appendix 

The proof of lemma 3.3 

The filter formula (3.1) -(3.3) of AHN applies directlty to the family (ft; t >a 0) with dIq, (y) 
and dA,(y) of AHN replaced respectively by dij(y) and dAi(y). The claim is that this 
formula simplifies to (3.7) when it is applied to the process (iit (D); t ) 0) with D = (h' ) -'(A) 

and A E Y' (see (3.4)). 

For each x E E we have 

D(Hu {(t, x)}) -1D(H) = 1A(h'(Hfu {(t, x)})) -- 1A(h'l(H)) = d(t, x', A; h'(H)), 

which is zero for x1 = 0 by definition. Since for each x' E E' 

Z dA,(x) = al,(x') E b x") dt (by (2.5), B(i), B(ii)) 
X: X ' X' X"' E- 'n 

= alt(x') 61,(x'), (by B(iv)) 

we get 

t t- (1D( U {(t, x)}) - 1D)A(dt, x)] = , it[d(t, x', A; h'( ))A(dt, x)] 
xEE xEE 

- Z iZItt [d(t, x', A; h'()) E A(dt, x)] 
x'E x: xl =x' 

-E Zt [d(t, x', A)aI(t, x')] 3It (x'), (A.1) 
x' E E 

where the last identity follows from the model assumptions, (3.4) and (3.5). 
In order to evaluate the martingale part of the filter formula we must calculate the 

innovation gains Zt(y) - Zt(0), for y E E, as definecl in (3.2) and (3.3) of AHN. By (2.5), 
(2.6) and B(i) we have 

AA(t, x; H) = AB(t, x; H), x E E (A.2) 

and (A.2) holds in the form "O = 0" whenever x, 0 0 for some j. Now (A.2) clearly implies 

p(t, 0; H) 1 - E AA(t, x; H) = 1 - E AB(t, x; H). (A.3) 
xEE xeE 

By (3.6) and B(i), AAt(y) > 0 holds only if y Ec E is such that P(YI) = 0, y' = =Yn = 0 
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and y< =# 0 for at least one j e J. Therefore we get 

MO()=1I- E AAt(y) 

=1- E ( 

= 1 _ E E At x, 0n-1, X) 
x" EE" xZep-1(0) 

= II(t, xA,1Bt(9,,x") (by (3.6) and (2.6)) 
X" E E" x- Ep-1I(0) 

= 1- E AB,(x). (by C2(ii) and B(i)) (A.4) 
X E E 

From (2.1) of AHN and (3.3) it follows that the functions c(t, x, y; H) and j(t, y; H), x e E, 
y = (y, z) e E, appearing in the filter formula of AHN are in our case 

C(t,X,Y;H) ={II(t,y,xl;h'l(H)) ifz=(x'2,.x.,x ... I x) and p(91)=x'1, 

0 ~~~~otherwise, 

(A.5a) 

and, consequently, 

C(t, x; H):= E c(t, x, y; H) = X 1(t, X, X''; h (H)). (A.5b) 
y c-E -k X- E pIWO 

By (A.5b) and C2(ii) we have 1 - C(t, x; H) =0 whenever x' e E'. On the other hand B(i) 
implies that AA(t, x) > 0 only if x'1 = 0 e E'1. Therefore (3.3) of AHN simplifies in the present 
case to 

=t (0 
+ 

7t[pt 
01D i(D) =7t ;(A) (A.6a) 

P,(0) 

by (A.3) and (A.4) also when Pi(0) >0. 
Next we fix Y = (9A, Z) e E and consider what comes out when (A.5a) and (2.5) are 

substituted into (3.2) of AHN. We note first that by (A.5a) each of the four sums appearing 
on the rhs of (3.2) of AHN have at most one nonzero term, corresponding to the mark 
x= (p(9s), z). Thus we have by (3.5) 

-II (t, Al, yl; h'( ))a, (t,p( 'I); h,() 

x {,Iaj (t, yj ) }b(t, p( 91), Z) 1ID( 
U 

{(t, p( Al ), Z) } 

= '5jd- [a,(t,1 I, Y')g(t,pP(9), A)] {,if ajt(yj)}bt(p(9i) z) 

in the numerator of 2t(y), when pAt(0) = 1. The denominator and the case At (0) <1 are 
treated similarly. In particular, the factor 

f , aj,(yj)bt (P(91 ), z) if At (0) = 1, 

[I ajt(y,) ABt(p(9l), Z) if At(0) < 1, y~~~~~ p 

cancels out. This is also the case when Xt(y) is zero, since outside a Pa-null set 

1 {X(y)= O} (dNt (y) -dAt (y)), t > 0, 
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is the zero-measure on lR+. This leaves us with 

7- ='- [d1 (t, 'I 9 y, )g(t, p(9' ), A)] (A.6b) 

From (A.6a, b) it follows that the innovation gain corresponding to the observation y e E 
at time t is C1t(91, y ), where C1t(k, x") is as in (3.71b). On the other hand, Clt(0, 0) = 0 by 
C2(iii), (2.6) and the definition of d1 (t, x, x") in (3.6). Therefore we get 

,(2t (Y) _ t (0)) dNt( y) = Clt( A, x",) E dt 
y eE (XC, X"):A02 y c ]: 

(Y I, ) = (x, x") 

= Z C1t(k, x") iNl(?, x") (A.7) 
(x, x") : 02 

Assume now thatp(9I) =0. Then l(t,9l,y'1) =II(t. 91,y") by (2.6) and in (A.6b) we have 

2( ) _mtj[Il(t, 91,Y1)lA] 7^t- VI1 (t, YI, Y'D IA] 

Since dAt(y) = iyt_[I(t, 91, Y71)] {fl1 I ajt (y')} dBt(0, z) by (3.6), we get 

Z Clt(91,y'yd"At(y)= Z {lrSiIl(t,91,yDlAI 
Y:P(P9)=0 Y:P(YI)=0 

-Xt- (A)rt_ [1(,)1 Y 1) {[ ajt (y') }dBt (0, z) 

=:( ,eE { KG-'() I1(t,X Y7)1A -7rt-(A) 
z: (0, Z) E- E xC E- p -I(0) 

r YD]} (Ix 
{, 

ajt(y)} dBt(0, z) 
X E- p-1(0) 

=0 (A.8a) 

by C2(ii). If P(9I) = x' e E', then a similar calculation gives 

Cl, ,( ,y dt (y)= x y'- I(,,yl)a I(t, x)g(t, x', A)2 
Y: p( )= x' Z: (X', Z) e E E x E p-I (X') 

-7it- (A);- K [Alx' (t, x y )aI (t, x') 
_X P p-I (X') 

x {H ajt(y') }dBt(x', z) 

= {7t [a, (t, x')g(t, x', A)] - 7t- [a, (t, x')]mt(A)} blt(x'), 

(A.8b) 

where the last equality is implied by C2(ii), (2.6), B(ii) and B(iv). 
From (A.l) and (A.8) it follows that 

Z frt-[(1D( U {(t, x)})-lD)A(dt, x)]- Z (2t(y)-2t(0)) dAt(y) 
x GE y Et 

= Z 7t_[al(t, x') d(t, x', A)] 6lt(x')- E {j7it[aI(t, x')g(t, x', A)] 
x' E' x' EE' 

-^,t - [a I (t, x')]7t - (A) } bt (x ) 

= 7 Et_ [al (t, x') d(t, x', A)] 6t(x') 
X' Eb 

+ E {^t- [al(t, x')]7t-(A) - 7rt-[al(t, x') 1A]} lt(X'), (A.9) 
x' E El 
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since E' = Eo + E' and d(t, x', A) = g(t, x', A)- 1A. Now theorem 1 of AHN, (A.7) and 
(A.9) imply lemma 3.3. D-l 

The proof of lemma 3.4 

Abbreviate vi, :=mrc(wj; ), i = 1, 2, and v := min (V(wo1 ), V(w2)). From (3.7a) it follows that 

u 

viu(A) = vit(A) + f E Gx, (vi- [fk(s, x', A)]; 1 < k < 4) bIs(oi, x') ds, (A. 10) 
.,t x' c- 

for t < u <v, A e s', i = 1, 2. Here 

Gx,(cl X 
C2, C3, C4) = {if x' EEo, 

~~~~~~if x'e-E', C2C3 -C4 Ifxs1 

and 

ra1(s, x'; H') d(s, x', A; H') if k = 1, 

fk(s, x', A; H')= 1a (s, X; H') if k =2, 

La,(s, x'; H')1A(H') if k = 4. 

For each x'e E' the function G,: R 4-+ R satisfies the Lipschitz condition on any compact 
subset of R4. By condition A each function fk(s, x', A; H'), 1 < k < 4, is C'-measurable in 
H', and is bounded by a finite constant common to all t -< s < v, x' E E', A E *' and H' E H-f'. 

Since Is()1,X ) = Is(02, X'), t 5 s <v, x' e E', by assumption (i) of the lemma and 
condition B(iv), we see that vlu and V2,, t < u < v, are solutions of the same integral equation 
(A. 10). Since vlt = v2t by assumption (ii) and E' is finite we get by the same arguments as in 
(3.12) of AHN the evaluation 

iV1U(A)- V2.(A)l < K J -VIs V2s 11 ds, 
a,t 

for A E H', t < u < v. The rest of the proof is identical to that of theorem 2 in AHN. D 

The proof of lemma 3.5 

Let A E #" and t > 0. Since 3 1 = a(H1t) it suffices to prove the implication 

Hlt(ol) = Hlt (02)2 7t(o1; A) = 7[t(02; A). (A.l1) 

Take w1 and )2 such that lhs of (A.1) holds. Denote again vis :=7rs(wj; *) 0 s S t, i = 1, 2. 
Let O <tl <t2 < ... < tk < t be the ordering of the point set 

{O < S < t lEF ( ANs (o) I1; Y) + ANqs (0)2 ; y) > 0 } 

By the integrability assumption following (2.5) it is not a restriction to assume that co1 and 
(0-2 are such that k is finite. Denote to = 0 and tk + 1t 

By lemma 3.4 the measure-valued functions v, and v2 coincide on [th -, th) provided they 
coincide at th 1, h = 1, 2, . ., k + 1. Since v1O = 80 = v20, where go is the unit mass at 0 E H', 
it suffices to show that 

V"tI = V2th V1th = V2t, (A. 12) 
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where h = 1, 2, . , k. From (3.7a) we get 

vith(A) Vith (A) + A C1C5Qn(, i, x")ANRt5(ws, X, X"), A E ', i = 1, 2. (A.13) 
(x, x") # 02 

Now for each (x, x"), the innovation gains Clth(x?, x") depend on a) only through it - (by 
(3.7b)) and also ANlth(owl, x, x") = AR, th((2, x, x") by the choice of cw, and w02. Therefore 
(A.13) implies (A.12). 

We have thus proved (A. 11) in the seemingly stronger form 

RI t (6) I H 1 (C)2) 7=> Zs(0*) I 7r(0)2;*) 0 "- S <t- 
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